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STICKER SIZE: 7,5X4,2 CM

BLACK
SILVER

STICKER SIZE: 7,5X4,2 CM

BLACK
SILVER

STICKER SIZE: 7,5X4,2 CM

BLACK
SILVER

DROP SHAPE STICKERS

MID VISOR
A shape in between with the flat 

and curved visors.

CURVED VISOR
Typical Baseball cap visor.

FLAT VISOR
Typical Snap Back visor.

The family of the shapes



FULLY RECYCLED

FULLY
RECYCLED

ORGANIC COTTON 

UPF +50 

UPF 50+ STRETCHABLE MESH

STRETCHABLE
MESH

DYE FREE 

DYE FREE

RECYCLED POLYESTER 

DIAMOND SHAPE STICKERS
The family of the unique features

A clever combination
of fabrics that
involving cap, mesh
and closure makes
the hat entirely recycled.

Organic cotton is grown 
without the use of toxic
pesticides and synthetic 
fertilizers, maintaining
soil fertility and building
biologically diverse
agriculture.

With the Ultraviolet 
Protection sticker  
you are sure that  
the rays are blocked  
by the fabric and  
the skin underneath 
your hat is excellently 
protected.

The fabric, made
by recycling plastic
bottles, is considered
one of the fabrics
with the lowest
environmental impact.

The mesh comes  
from continuous-filament 
yarns twisted, heat-set  
and then untwisted 
producing a spiral  
crimp and giving  
a springy character.

Eco-friendly technology 
that dyes fabrics  
by hot transfer directly 
to the yarn avoiding 
waste and emission  
of dyes into the water.



SPONSORSHIPS
We believe in sponsorships  
as a manifestation of our potential 
and a means to achieve social  
and economic goals.

The thrill and the adrenaline of a race, 
a live event or a game, no matter the scale  
of it, is something that bring people together 
and let them live and incredible experience.

Our success stories and important 
collaborations are born from our ability to 
follow every aspect of each individual creation. 
From the initial spark through design and 
production, what guides us is our enthusiasm 
for innovation, constant research for the new 
and choice of the best fabrics.

We have developed exclusive cap lines for the 
racing world, top quality merchandise for the 
most famous names in the automotive and 
we have been collaborating for decades with 
major sport and music events worldwide.



TRACEABILITY

Our products have their own story,
with a specific identity and a certain origin. 
We wish to share this story with our 
consumers, providing them with full 
transparency for their own brand

and awareness of their supply chain. 

The Traceability guarantees a clear passport 
of the product. This is the reason why
our products will include essential 
information as PO number, certain place
of origin, destination of the product
and importer.

A clear passport
of our products.



Just tag it
Scan the QR CODE, download our free ATLANTIS 
APP and dive in all the ATLANTIS CONNECT tools.
Your contents will take your cap to the next level! 

Did you know?

1,1
billion devices with NFC
technology will be 
activated in 2022.
In 2019 activations have 
reached a peak of 722 
million.

33,8
billion dollars is the 
wearable devices 
revenue worldwide
in 2019. It will grow up 
to 73,2 billion dollars
in 2023.

11,8 % 
is the penetration rate
in the markets of the 
United States, Hong 
Kong, United Kingdom, 
China and Australia.
Europe settles at an 
average rate of 7.5%.

25%
of the world’s 
population is inclined 
to buy wearable 
technologies.

143
million wearables units 
have been shipped
in 2019 and they will 
exceed 210 million
in 2022.

350
million people are using
a wearable devices 
every day and they are 
growing with a 5% 
annual rate.

source: statista.com
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JUST TAG IT
Download our free APP 
and dive in all the CONNECT tools. Your contents 
will take your cap to the next level!

Tap the top of your phone 
to where the NFC tag is located.

Get access to the contents 
and have fun!

CONNECT
The great breakthrough transforming
a hat into a real interactive object

Our spirit of innovation drives us to have
new ideas and products that let our customer
live the best experiences.
Connect is one of the functions  
of our App that allows you to upload
and update exclusive multimedia contents

on the NFC tag embed in our hat visors. 

NFC stands for Near Field Communication
and it is the contactless technology that can 
transmit information between tag-equipped
tools, called wearable devices. Thanks to NFC
your contents and stories will turn your caps
into an incredible new game. 



GREEN p. 29

HIGH 
PERFORMANCE p. 53

URBAN p. 85

SPORTSWEAR p. 157

WORKWEAR p. 179 KID p. 227

AUTOMOTIVE p. 185 PROMO p. 235

LEISURE p. 193

MADE
 IN ITALY p. 223

MOODS
We created these moods to inspire you. 
Dive in and ind out what makes this 
collection so special.
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THE SUSTAINABILITY AND VERSATILITY OF THE FABRICS 
FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY SOLUTIONS

TO DESIGN A MORE SUSTAINABLE FUTURE, WE ARE FOCUSING ON FABRICS DERIVING FROM RECYCLED PLASTIC AND COTTON

In the textile world, recycled polyester or recycled PET is considered one of the fabrics with the lowest environmental 

impact. The fibre is, in fact, made from polymers obtained by recycling plastic bottles. 

We also believe in recycled cotton, the result of the transformation of scrapes or second-hand clothes into a new cotton 

fibre that can be reused in textile garments diverting many clothes from landfills.



260 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Features

FULLY
RECYCLED

black - black

dark grey - black white - white

olive - blackred - whiteroyal - black

navy - navy
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RECY THREE
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R-PET

Main Fabric: 60% certified recycled cotton canvas
40% cotton canvas

Side&back:   100% certified recycled polyester

The RECY THREE is our new challenge that weaves three different 
materials, mixing 60% recycled cotton and 40% classic cotton, 
adding a stylish recycled polyester mesh and closure in R-PET. 



115 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Features

dark grey

blackroyal

whitegreen fluo

navy
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RECY FEEL
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Main Fabric: 100% certified recycled polyester

Constructed recovering 11 plastic bottles, per square meter, 
the RECY FEEL is made with 100% recycled polyester fabric 
and represents the finest result of a sustainable choice. 

R-PET



200 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

white

royalnavyblack

orange
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RECYCLED CAP
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Main Fabric: 100% certified recycled polyester twill

The classic baseball cap with curved visor enhanced by its eco-sustainable 
fabric, 100% recycled polyester fabric.
CONNECT, thanks to the use of NFC contactless technology integrated in 
the product, is able to communicate the product history and the 
technical characteristics through multimedia information, videos and 
websites.

Features

velcro



200 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

white-white

royal-blacknavy-navyblack-black

grey-black
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RAPPER RECYCLED
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Main Fabric: 100% certified recycled polyester twill
Side&back:   100% polyester

The popular trucker cap in its sustainable version, thanks to the 
eco-compatible recycled pet fabric.
CONNECT, thanks to the use of NFC contactless technology integrated in 
the product, is able to communicate the product history and the 
technical characteristics through multimedia information, videos and 
websites.
Features

pvc



Tech specs Features

50 gr. one size

royal

black dark grey

mustard

navy

bottle green
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RECY BEANIE
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Main Fabric: 50% certified recycled polyester 50% acrylic

RECY BEANIE is the result of the 
perfect combination of softness 
and sustainability by recovering and 
recycling around 14 plastic bottles
per kg of yarn.



THE SUSTAINABILITY AND VERSATILITY OF THE FABRIC 
FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY SOLUTIONS

THE MOST SUSTAINABLE COTTON, GROWN ETHICALLY WITHOUT THE USE OF HARMFUL CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES

Fabric made from organic cotton grown using low environmental impact methods and products meets technology to 

effectively explain and communicate the organic cotton growing process and the benefits to man and the environment. 



265 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Features

white

burgundynavyblack

grey
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GREEN CAP
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Main Fabric: 100% certified organic cotton twill

A comfortable baseball cap in 100% Certified Organic Cotton,
with unstructured front panels and back strap with sunday buckle. 
CONNECT, thanks to the use of NFC contactless technology integrated in the  
product, is able to communicate the product history and the technical 
characteristics through multimedia information, videos and websites.

metal buckle



75 gr. one size

Tech specs Features

rednavy

grey

black

olive
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GREEN BEANIE
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Main Fabric: 100% certified organic cotton yarn

A soft beanie with cuff in 100% Certified Organic Cotton,
in accordance with the sustainable policy.
CONNECT, thanks to the use of NFC contactless technology integrated in the 
product, is able to communicate the product history and the technical 
characteristics through multimedia information, videos and websites.



OEKO-TEX®

A GUARANTEE  OF QUALITY

Beanies are made with OEKO-TEX® certified yarn, the 

international testing system for raw, semi-finished,

and finished textile products.

Product certification according to STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® 

provides companies along the textile chain with an ideal tool 

and clear added value for their operational quality assurance.



Tech specs Features

65 gr. one size

grey mel pine green

navyblack burgundy

orange

forest green

avio yellow

off red

olive
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EKO BEANIE
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Main Fabric: 100% acrylic

EKO BEANIE is made of acrylic yarn
in line with the standards of OEKO-TEX®, 
a license that identifies those products 
that do not represent a threat to  
the consumer’s health.



170 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Features

DYE FREE

white

navyblack

grey
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DYE FREE
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pvc

Main Fabric: 100% polyester

The eco-friendly cap, perfect for the outdoor world and sportswear.

DYE FREE TECHNOLOGY

Eco-friendly technology involving colouring the fabric by hot transfer 
from the colour polymers directly to the yarn without immersion 
in water, avoiding waste and the emission of dyes into the water.
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250 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Features

UPF 50+

BASE

black

red white

royalgreynavy

yellow fluo
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rubber velcro

Featuring a UPF50+ exterior and a new quick&dry function
of the sweatband called DRY-TECH, the six-panels BASE cap 
utilizes a comfortable blend of cotton and Tactel nylon
with a brand-new rubber velcro closure. It is suitable
for sports and outdoor performances. 

Main Fabric: 75% nylon 20% cotton 5% elastane
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86 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Features

STRETCHABLE
MESH

WHIPPY

purple melange

dark grey melange

grey melangeavio melange

red melangeroyal melange
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rubber velcro

Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Side&back: 97% nylon 3% elastane

Born of a continuous research and trimmed with a soft
and stretchable mesh, DRY-TECH sweatband
and rubber velcro closure, Whippy is the perfect everyday cap
to take during morning jogs or beach walks at dawn.
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193 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Features

UPF 50+

RAY

redroyal white

navyblack dark grey
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rubber velcro

Main Fabric: 100% polyester

Applying a layer of water protection to a microfibre silhouette 
enriched by DRY-TECH sweatband, rubber velcro closure
and UPF50+ treatment, the five-panels RAY is the most complete 
cap for outdoor activities thanks to its waterproof
and breathable skills.



PROTECT YOURSELF WHEN THE SUN GOES UP

DRY-TECH 
The new sweatband made with an innovative 
highly breathable and high-drying polyester 
fabric, has antibacterial properties and offers
a comfortable fit thanks to its elastic nature.

UPF50+ 
With the ultraviolet protection sticker you are 
sure that the rays are blocked by the fabric 
and the skin underneath your hat is excellently 
protected.
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190 g/m2 s/m - l/xl

Tech specs Features

270 g/m2 s/m - l/xl

Tech specs Features

UNI-CAP PIQUET UNI-CAP POLARFLEECE

greyburgundy

navyblack dark grey navyblack grey mel
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Main Fabric: 83% polyester 15% viscose 2% elastane 
Underbill:      100% cotton

Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Underbill:      100% cotton

UNI-CAP TECHNOLOGY
The caps are made from a single piece of fabric, without panels or 
seams, perfect for any customisation and adaptable to all sizes.

An innovative baseball in soft and warm fleece, completely 
free from panels and seams, for maximum fit, comfort and 
customization.

fully closed fully closed
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190 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

230 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Features

CAP ONE SNAP ONE

navyblack

whitedark grey

navyblack

grey white
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fully closed fully closed

Main Fabric: 100% polyester Main Fabric: 100% polyester

CAP ONE, with curved peak and SNAP ONE, with flat peak, are 
the new caps that use the innovative design concept ONE 
TOUCH®. The caps are made from a single piece of fabric, 
without panels or seams, perfect for any customisation and 
adaptable to all sizes.

Features

SNAP ONE, with flat peak, and CAP ONE, with curved peak,
are the new caps that use the innovative design concept
ONE TOUCH®. The caps are made from a single piece of fabric,
without panels or seams, perfect for any customisation
and adaptable to all sizes.
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85 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Features

110 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Features

50+

KNIT CAP PLAYER

light grey-blackred-black

navy-greydark grey-black

whiteroyal

navyblack
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Main Fabric: 67% polyester 33% nylon
Underbill: 100% cotton twill

Main Fabric: 100% polyester

Perfect both for sportswear and for outdoor world, this new concept 
of baseball cap made with a fabric obtained from the interlocking of 
threads, with a processing technique similar to the knitting.

The PLAYER cap, made from a breathable and UV resistant 
with PF50+ polyester fabric, is the perfect fitness & sport 
companion.

pvc high quality
velcro
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190 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Features Tech specs

100 g/m2 one size

Features

navy

SEAMLESS

BOND RAINY CAP LANYARD

whitenavyblack

whitenavy
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high quality
velcro

metal buckle

Main Fabric: 97% polyester 3% elastane Main Fabric:
100% nylon
Lining: 100% polyester

Main Fabric: 
100% polyester

The BOND cap is pure technology for sport. This sport cap meets 
extreme technology and a high performance, combining
the SEAMLESS technology without stitching and the breathable 
sweatband fabric.

A soft light baseball cap
in breathable nylon, perfectly waterproof
thanks to protective band applied on the seams.
Mesh lining inside.
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Tech specs

78 g/m2 one size

Features

CAP GORE

royalnavyblack
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Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester

The CAP GORE is the ultimate cap for outdoor activities.
It is produced with a special GORE-TEX® membrane inside that
makes it windproof, rainproof, breathable and waterproof.

high quality
velcro

WATERPROOF 
The microscopic pores on the membrane 
are 20,000 times smaller than a water 
droplet, which means water droplets can’t 
pass through.

BREATHABLE 
The pores are 700 times larger than a water 
vapor molecule which means perspiration 
passes right through. This is what makes 
the membrane breathable.

WINDPROOF 
The volume of air that passes through one 
cubic foot of fabric in one minute (cfm) 
is 1.0 or less, creating a truly windproof 
membrane.

AT THE HEART OF GORE-TEX® PRODUCTS IS AN EXTREMELY THIN MEMBRANE THAT’S DURABLY WATERPROOF, 
WINDPROOF, AND BREATHABLE. IT HAS OVER 9 BILLION PORES PER SQUARE INCH.
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78 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Features Tech specs

78 g/m2 one size

Features

BUCKET GORE CYCLING GORE

navyblack black
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fully closed

BUCKET GORE is the windproof, waterproof, 
breathable bucket cap. The ideal item for outdoor 
activities and leisure.

Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Lining:            100% polyester

Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester

CYCLING GORE is an essential cap for every cyclist:
windproof, rainproof, breathable and waterproof.
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152 g/m2 25x63
cm

Tech specs Features

FREEDOM WINDSTOPPER

navyblack grey
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TOTALLY WINDPROOF
Protects the body’s warmth from the chilling 
effects of wind by using a totally windproof 
membrane.

Main Fabric: 100% polyester

Products made with GORE® WINDSTOPPER® fabrics are totally windproof and deliver maximum 
breathability to keep you comfortable in cool and windy weather conditions.

FREEDOM WINDSTOPPER is a multifunctional band 
that combines the windstopper microfleece
with a marble-effect polyester fabric.
Fashionable and comfy.

WATERPROOF
A durable outer fabric treatment (DWR) 
provides you additional protection of water 
repellency.

MAXIMUM BREATHABILITY
Minimizes overheating and moisture vapor 
build up by allowing perspiration to escape 
easily through the extremely breathable 
membrane.
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Tech specs

58 gr. one size

Features Tech specs

75 gr. one size

Features

CHILL WINDSTOPPER ICY WINDSTOPPER

dark greynavyblack dark greynavyblack
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Beanie with cuff with windproof properties thanks
to the presence of a micro fleece band Windstopper®.

Main Fabric:  100% antistatic acrylic yarn
insert: 100% polyester

Main Fabric:  100% antistatic acrylic yarn
insert: 100% polyester

CHILL WINDSTOPPER is the ultimate windproof beanie
thanks to a micro-fleece inside band Windstopper®.
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70 gr. one size

Tech specs Features Tech specs

85 gr. one size

Features

PIER THINSULATETM BILL THINSULATETM

navy
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Main Fabric: 100% acrylic
Lining: 100% polyester
Padding: 100% polypropylene

Main Fabric: 100% acrylic
Lining: 100% polyester
Padding: 100% polypropylene

Knitted beanie in acrylic with lining in polarfleece and 
3M ThinsulateTM Insulation padding, that helps you to 
keep your head warm in any cold situation.
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108 gr. s/m - l/xl

Tech specs Features

COMFORT THINSULATETM

black-greyblack solid navy solid

grey-greygrey solid
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Main Fabric: 48% wool 28% polyamide 24% acrylic
Lining: 100% polyester
Padding: 100% polypropylene

Let's go hand in hand with these profiled men's 
ThinsulatedTM gloves for those bitterly cold winter days.
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Tech specs

62 gr.

Features

one size
MADE IN EU

B-STATIC

black navy dark grey mel

royal red
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Main Fabric: 95% acrylic 5% elastane
Insert: 95% polypropylene 5% elastane

A beanie made with bacteriostatic yarn, designed to protect your 
health and your comfort.
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260 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

RAPPER CANVAS

navy-yellow

olive-khaki

grey-black

royal-grey

navy-dark greydark grey-redblack-grey

grey-navy-navy

white-burgundy-black bottle green-white

navy-burgundywhite-yellow-dark grey

grey-bright yellow-blackorange-white

navy-burgundy-beige
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pvc

Main Fabric: 100% cotton canvas
Side&back:   100% polyester

This RAPPER CANVAS  is for 100% fun times. Thanks to the bright 
colours, the short visor and its glamour style, the canvas material 
makes it perfect for cool evening strolls or late-night pub crawls.
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260 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

GROOVY

olive

black burgundy

grey avio

navy

stone

dark grey
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Main Fabric: 100% brushed cotton canvas

metal buckle

Featuring a brushed canvas fabric with enzyme washing 
treatment and a metal buckle closure, the unstructured
six-panels GROOVY gives a vintage look to the outfit.
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280 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

DAD HAT

stone

olive

pinklight blue

greynavyblack

white

burgundy

camouflage khakired

dark denimlight denimclear wash denim
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buckle and
metal hole

Main Fabric: 100% chino cotton twill

The DAD HAT is from the 1990s and made popular by America’s 
pastime of baseball. It is also known as a floppy cap
with an unstructured crown and it was worn by almost 
all dads of those years.
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280 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

DAD HAT DESTROYED

camouflage

navy

olive

black

white

burgundydark grey
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Main Fabric: 100% chino cotton twill

buckle and
metal hole

The typical 1990s USA cap gets a vintage look to fit in perfectly 
with the casual world.
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Tech specs

250 g/m2 one size

DIGG

mustard

navy

olive

black

khaki

redburgundy
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buckle and
metal hole

Main Fabric: 100% chino cotton twill pigment dyed

DIGG is a mid-visor cap with a vintage look that perfectly suits
the outdoor and a casual vibe, similar to the hispster style.
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250 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

ACTION

red

grey

burgundy

yellow

denimnavy

olive

light blue

brown

dark grey

khaki

black

orangeacid greencamouflage

stonepinkfuchsia white
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metal buckle

Main Fabric: 100% chino cotton twill
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Tech specs

290 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

250 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

250 g/m2 one size

CARGO DYNAMIC HURRICANE

black

oliveyellow dark grey royalburgundy

red

khaki

greygreen navyavio stone navy

oliveblack

navybrown

black olive
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metal buckle velcro metal buckle

Main Fabric:
100% chino cotton
twill

Main Fabric:
100% chino cotton
twill

Main Fabric: 
100% chino cotton
twill
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220 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

400 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

CONTEST BEAT

navy

dark grey melangeburgundy-grey mel dk grey-grey mel

navy-grey melblack-grey mel

royal-grey mel mustard-grey mel white royal red bottle green

grey melange grey khaki black
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pvc pvc

Main Fabric: 87% cotton 13% polyester
Side&back: 100% polyester

Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

A cap ideal for any situation, sporty and elegant
at the same time, in 100% heavy polyester twill
with structured front panels and PVC closure.
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250 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

270 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

G.O.A.T CREEP

burgundy

navyblack

royal

black

pink sage beige light grey

navy dark grey olive
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pvc buckle and
metal hole

Main Fabric: 100% polyamide
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric:  100% cotton corduroy

G.O.A.T. with its shiny and soft velvet fabric is a fashionable
and cool cap. It is perfect for a glamorous winter!

The CREEP cap in corduroy needlecord cotton
with a perfect casual style, always trendy
and for all seasons.
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170 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

130 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

MASH-UP FAM

blackaquamarinebeige pink natural

navy grey burgundy

light grey melangered melangeburgundy melange

navy melangeblack melange

grey melange
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pvc buckle and
metal hole

Main Fabric: 80% polyester 20% viscose
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill
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Tech specs

280 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

140 g/m2 one size

WALES MARKER

grey brown khaki grey

navy

burgundy

black
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pvc pvc

Main Fabric: 83% polyester 17% viscose
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

The MARKER cap with its marble effect fabric is really
unique. It suits both the street-casual world
and the fashion one.

The WALES cap has been designed and conceived
with the typical Prince of Wales fabric in a perfect
gentleman style.
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Tech specs

280 g/m2 one size 330 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

LOOP BATTLE

olive

navyblack

burgundy beige-white

navy-blackblack

red-black

grey-black
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pvc pvc

Main Fabric: 75% polyester 22% cotton 3% elastane
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric: 75% polyester 22% viscose 3% elastane
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

BATTLE is a cap with a special fabric, a blend of viscose,
polyester and elastane. It's a fashionable light
and perfect cap for every season.
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Tech specs

330 g/m2 one size 300 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

MEME LEWIS

light blue

navyblack

khaki grey

burgundy

pink

black
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buckle and
metal hole

pvc

Main Fabric: 100% polyester Main Fabric:
100% viscose with
polyurethane coating
Underbill:
100% chino cotton twill

LEWIS is a cap that best represents the rock style
made by a soft eco-leather.
A fashionable , multi-functional cap perfect
for every season.
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Tech specs

120 g/m2 one size 120 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

PHASE RAPPER CAMOU

light grey

navydark grey

burgundy

royal

olive

navydark grey

burgundy

royal

light grey
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Main Fabric: 92% polyester 8% viscose
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric: 92% polyester 8% viscose
Side&back: 100% polyester
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

pvc pvc

The satin polyester combined with the camouflage
fabric makes the trucker cap RAPPER CAMOU
really perfect for the music world and fashion.

The PHASE cap, combining satin polyester and a camouflage 
fabric, perfectly represents the hip hop world as well
as fashion and music.
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Tech specs

220 g/m2 one size 220 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

FEED RAPPER JERSEY

light grey

navyblack

burgundy

dark grey

light grey

navyblack

burgundy

dark grey
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pvc pvc

Main Fabric: 87% cotton 13% polyester Main Fabric: 87% cotton 13% polyester
Side&back: 100% polyester

The trucker cap RAPPER JERSEY with its
fabric is perfect to give full comfort
for outdoor activities.

The jersey cotton is the ideal fabric for the sportswear.
The FEED cap is our version of this fabric, always glam
and fashionable but, most of all, comfortable.
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250 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

CASE

burgundy-stone

black-stone

khaki-stonemustard-stone

olive-stonenavy-stone
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velcro

Main Fabric: 100% chino cotton twill pigment dyed
Side&back: 100% polyester

The casual and vintage style meets the popular trucker shape.
PIGMENT DYED FABRIC : 
A fabric coloured using a special powder pigment that colours the 
outer layer only, unlike traditional dyes which penetrate the fabric 
completely.
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Tech specs

130 g/m2 one size

RAPPER SUEDE

grey

black

beige

burgundynavy
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pvc

Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Side&back: 100% polyester

The mock suede fabric gives the popular trucker shape a touch
of stylish glam. 
SUEDE FABRIC: Suede dates back to the time of the American Indians 
who used this technique to tan the hides to make their clothes
and accessories. The “suede” trend became fashionable among
the masses with the hippy fashion of the 1960s and 1970s.
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Tech specs

219 g/m2 one size

RAPPER MELANGE

red

dark grey

khaki

brownnavy

light grey
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pvc

Main Fabric: 73% cotton 27% polyester
Side&back: 100% polyester
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

MELANGE FABRIC
A fabric made from different coloured yarns to create a nuanced 
not clearly distinguishable colour.
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Tech specs

250 g/m2 one size

RAPPER COTTON

white-white

burgundy-stone

red-red

olive-black

navy-navy

burgundy-burgundy

purple-white

black-black royal-royal

khaki-stone

navy-greydark grey-black

mustard-black
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pvc

Main Fabric: 100% chino cotton twill
Side&back: 100% polyester

RAPPER COTTON is the ultimate trucker cap thanks to its 13 color 
variants that make it the perfect item for fashion, events and the 
promotional world.
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Tech specs

250 g/m2 one size 250 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

RECORD RAPPER DESTROYED

red

navyblack

burgundy

royal

olive

white whiteblack black
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Main Fabric: 100% chino cotton twill
Side&back: 100% polyester

Main Fabric: 100% chino cotton twill
Side&back: 100% polyester

pvc pvc

A soft feeling for this completely washed cap with a used
and destroyed visor border. Chino cotton front panel
coupled with foam. Closure: PVC back strap.

RECORD is the name of the 100% chino cotton trucker cap
that embodies the street and hip hop style.
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80 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

RAPPER

blackyellow-blackorange-black

white-greengreen red

olive-blackdark grey-redblack-black

white-red-royal royalnavy yellow fluo

white-black-burgundy

white-olive-orange

white-red-black
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Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Side&back: 100% polyester

pvc

High Crown ''TRUCKER CAP'' with polyester foam front panel
as peack side and back panels in mesh material.
pvc back strap.
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80 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

SNAP 90'S

white-red-royal

white-royal

white-redwhite-black

black-black white-navy

white-black-greenwhite-red-black navy-navy
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pvc

Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Side&back: 100% polyester
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400 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

SNAP BACK

comouflagered grey

navy-rednavy grey melange

black-greyblack black-red

whitewhite-black

burgundyroyal bottle green
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pvc

Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill
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Tech specs

400 g/m2 one size 400 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

SNAP MESH SNAP FIVE

camouflage

navy

blackgreen fluo

navy-navyblack-black

orange fluo

camouflage-black

white-white greyred

burgundyroyal olive

white
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Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Side&back: 100% polyester
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

pvc pvc
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Tech specs Tech specs

335 g/m2 one size 200 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

300 g/m2 one size

SNAP DENIM SNAP JERSEY SNAP ECO-LEATHER

navyblack grey melange black
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pvc pvc pvc

Main Fabric:
100% cotton denim

Main Fabric:
100% cotton

Main Fabric:
100% viscose with polyurethane coating
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Tech specs

90 g/m2 one size

BANK

khaki-black

burgundy-black

black-black

light grey-black

royal-blackdark grey-black

navy-black
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Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Bill&underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

pvc

An original combination of a soft and comfortable microfiber 
fabric and the street style in this reinterpretation of the SNAP 
BACK, a flat visor cap with PVC closure.
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350 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

280 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

STAGE DECK

beige

brownblack

grey

dark grey

camouflage-grey

navy

blackredgrey

burgundydenim camouflage-khaki

white
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pvc pvc

Main Fabric: 81% polyester 19% viscose
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric: 100% chino cotton twill
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Tech specsTech specs

320 g/m2 one size 300 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Tech specs

275 g/m2 one size 140 g/m2 one size

VIBEKIK FADER BOOST

red-blacknavy-navyblack-black grey-navy

khaki-brown

avio-grey

antracite-camel

grey-burgundy

grey-navy

grey-royal

grey-black

grey-blackblack-black
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pvc pvc pvc pvc

Main Fabric: 
100% polyester
Bill: 100% polyester

Main Fabric: 
84% polyester
16% viscose
Bill&underbill:
100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric:
85% acrylic 15% wool
Bill: 100% polyester
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric:
70% viscose
30% polyester
Bill&underbill:
100% chino cotton twill



RIB, PLAITED, PLAIN OR CABLE KNIT. 
THE WINTER BEANIE CAN BECOME A VERSATILE ACCESSORY, 

FITTING IN WITH ANY TYPE OF USE AND STYLE.

For centuries, since ancient times, knitting was done by hand using knitting needles. Its typical great elasticity irrespective 

of the type of yarn used and high porosity make knit fabric unique and different from all others.

The elasticity is due to the fact that the interlocked knitted threads act like a spring, giving way under tension

then returning to their initial position as soon as the tension ends.

KNIT FABRIC, A PRODUCTION PROCESS KNOWN SINCE ANCIENT TIMES.
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80 gr. one size

Tech specs

DOCKER

light grey melange

yellow

burgundy melange

145

black melange

navy

navy melange

forest greenblack

dove grey melange U
R
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Main Fabric: 80% acrylic 20% polyester

The dock workers’ cap from 
the 1930s comes up to date 
with a touch of glam and style, 
combining its distinctive shape 
with melange and solid ribbed 
knitting.
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75 gr. one size

Tech specs

BLOG

black navy

burgundy off red mustard dove-grey

dark grey bottle green
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Main Fabric: 100% acrylic

A beanie in perfect casual style 
combines waffle stitch knitting 
and warm bold colours.
WAFFLE STITCH
The texture of waffle stitch
is reminiscent of the waffles
it is named after. 
In the Middle Ages, this typical 
Belgian cake was cooked 
throughout Europe over embers 
between two cast-iron plates 
joined by a long handle.
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Tech specsTech specs

38 gr. one size 131 gr. 156x26 
cm

Tech specs

one size

Tech specs

69 gr. one size75 gr.

Features

SKATE SCARF FUSION SELFIE

brownnavyblack

turquoisedark greyburgundy light brown

SKATE

black navy dark grey

red melange

royal melange

burgundy melange

black melange

grey melange green-grey

petrol-black

orange-grey

black-grey

natural-black

burgundy-grey
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Main Fabric: 
100% acrylic

Main Fabric: 
100% acrylic

Main Fabric:
50% acrylic 50% polyester

Main Fabric:
100% antistatic acrylic
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Tech specsTech specs

90 gr. one size 110 gr. one size

Tech specs

280 g/m2 one size

PODCAST COOL DOOZY

navy-greyblack-grey

orange-navyburgundy-navygrey-navy burgundy-grey

navy-burgundy

grey-royal

black-grey

green-grey burgundy

navyblack

olive

dark grey

khaki

camouflage

light grey
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Main Fabric: 
100% acrylic

Main Fabric: 
100% acrylic

Main Fabric: 100% cotton
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one size

Tech specs

320 g/m2

BROOKLIN

fuchsia

dark grey

royal

navy

burgundy

black

green fluo

olivecamouflage

grey white
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Main Fabric: 60% cotton 40% polyester
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100 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

BREEZY

black

royal yellow fluo

burgundy dark grey

stone fucsia fluo

navy

157

pvc

Main Fabric: 100% nylon
Underbill:       100% chino cotton twill

Built in a shiny, ventilated lightweight nylon, BREEZY hat has 
finest perforated side panels and a sweatband in 3D fabric that 
keeps you cool and dry.
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270 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

SHOT

dark grey

navygreen

black red

light grey

royal

yellowwhite

159

metal buckle

Main Fabric: 100% chino cotton twill

The natural and fresh look in a structured five-panels 100% cotton 
sports cap that gives lightness and comfort for outdoor
and everyday activities. Thanks to the wide front crown,
SHOT is the ideal hat for the craziest customizations.
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Tech specs

270 g/m2 one size

HIT

olivepink

redroyal

khaki

burgundy

dark greynavyblack

light pinklight grey white

purplegreen

161

Main Fabric: 100% chino cotton twill

Comfort, multi-functionality and colour in a well-structured 
100% chino cotton twill sports cap, perfect for outdoor activities
and practical for every use.

metal buckle
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Tech specs

180 g/m2 one size

SPORT SANDWICH

royal-white

red-white

purple-white

ecru-navykhaki-navyyellow-navyorange-navy

green-white

bottle green-whiteburgundy-navylight blue-whitetorquoise-white

dark grey-whitenavy-white black-white

grey-whitepink-white

white-white navy-navy

olive-white

black-black

white-navy
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metal buckle

Main Fabric: 100% cotton twill
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270 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Tech specs

305 g/m2 s/m l/xl

JOLLY PITCHER

red

denimnavyblack

royal camouflage white burgundyroyal olive

navyblack dark grey

redcamouflage khaki white
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Main Fabric: 100% chino cotton twill Main Fabric: 98% cotton 2% elastane

velcro fully closed
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Tech specs

224 g/m2 one size

CAMPUS

red-whiteburgundy-white

grey-whitenavy-whiteblack-white

royal-white bottle green-white
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velcro

Main Fabric: 100% nylon
Side&back: 100% polyester
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill
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Tech specsTech specs

90 g/m2 one size 90 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Tech specs

85 g/m2 one size90 g/m2 one size

GYMRUNNER AIR JOGGING

black

whiteyellow fluo

navy

white-navy

navy-white

grey-grey

black-grey royal-white

red-white white/navy

navy-white

grey-green

black-grey

white-fuchsia

grey navy

green

black

whiteroyal

fuchsia
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metal buckle velcro velcrohigh quality
velcro

Main Fabric: 
100% polyester

Main Fabric:
100% polyester

Main Fabric:
100% polyester

Main Fabric: 
100% polyester
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Tech specsTech specs

125 g/m2 one size 130 g/m2 s/m -l/xl

Tech specs Tech specs

230 g/m2 s/m -l/xl240 g/m2 one size

BIRDIESPACE GOLF CADDY

black red

olive navy white

navy-grey

white-navy

black-grey

turquoise-grey fuchsia-white navy-yellowblack-green grey-yellownavyblack white
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fully closed

Main Fabric: 
100% polyester

Main Fabric:
100% polyester

Main Fabric:
100% heavy brushed
cotton twill
Side&back: 
100% polyester

Main Fabric: 
97% polyester miniottoman
3% elastane

fully closed
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Tech specs

108 gr. one size

Tech specsTech specs

93 gr. one size 60 gr. 26x11
cm

PEAK EVEREST BANDEVEREST BEANIE

green fluo-black

black-yellow fluoblack-green fluo

royal-black

navy-red

orange fluo-black

dark grey-turquoise

fuchsia-black white-green fluo yellow fluo

red

fuchsia

black

naturalroyal-light blue

grey-grey

royal-yellow fluo

black-burgundy

royal-white

grey-fuchsia olive-green

green-white

royal

173

Main Fabric: 100% acrylic
Lining: 100% polyester

Main Fabric: 
100% acrylic
Lining: 100% polyester

Main Fabric: 
100% acrylic
Lining: 100% polyester
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Tech specs

64 gr. one size

Tech specsTech specs

48 gr. one size 48 gr. one size

Features

reversible

EXTREME HASHTAG FLASH

fuchsia-grey

black-greyblack-green fluo

turquoise-green fluo

navy-grey

grey-orange fluo

navy-yellow fluo

yellow fluo-black white-black green

navy

orange

black

whitegrey-yellow

grey-green

grey-fuchsia

white-navy royal
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Main Fabric:
73% polyester 23% cotton 4% elastane

Main Fabric: 
95% cotton 5% elastane

Main Fabric: 
50% viscose 50% polyester
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Tech specs

100 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

180 g/m2 one size

FeaturesFeatures

reflective reflective

HELPY REFLECT

orange yellow red

navyblack

royal
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Main Fabric: 
100% polyester

Main Fabric: 65% polyester 35% cotton

velcro buckle and
sewn hole
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Tech specs

one size86 gr.

Tech specs

120 g/m2 49x25 
cm

Tech specs

one size150 g/m2

Features Features

reflective reflective

WORKOUT FREEDOM REFLECT BANDANA LONG

orange fluoblack yellow fluo black orange white

navy

light blue

black

orangeyellow
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Main Fabric: 
100% acrylic
Insert: metal thread

Main Fabric:
100% polyester

Main Fabric:
100% cotton twill
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150 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Tech specs

260 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

300 g/m2 one size

ESTORIL GUARDIAN GEAR

burgundy

dark greynavyblack

royal redbottle green whitegrey navyblack

royalnavy

green

black

redwhite white
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Main Fabric: 100% polyester jacquard Main Fabric:
100% chino cotton twill
Front&bill: 98% polyester miniottoman 
2% elastane

Main Fabric:
97% polyester
3% elastane
Underbill:
100% chino cotton twill

velcro velcro velcro
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Tech specsTech specs

320 g/m2 one size 320 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Tech specs

320 g/m2 one size320 g/m2 one size

CHAMPION PILOT WINNERPILOT PIPING SANDWICH 

navyblack rednavy

khaki

black

olive red

navyblackroyal-white red-whitenavy-white

natural-navy

black-white

yellow-navy
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buckle and
sewn hole

buckle and
sewn hole

buckle and
sewn hole

buckle and
metal hole

Main Fabric: 
100% heavy brushed
cotton twill

Main Fabric: 
100% heavy cotton twill

Main Fabric:
100% heavy
cotton twill

Main Fabric:
100% heavy brushed cotton twill
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240 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

180 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

ALIEN RACING

white-italia

royal

navy

black

red white

white-germany

orange-grey

navy-whitenavy-khakiblack-grey

red-navy light blue-navyyellow-navy white-royal
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velcro velcro

Main Fabric: 100% heavy brushed cotton twill Main Fabric: 94% polyester 6% viscose
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Tech specs

79 g/m2 one size

Tech specsTech specs

280 g/m2 one size 160 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

380 g/m2 one size

GREEN HOUSE  CORDY NOMADCLUB 

beigeolive

navy

stone

black

brownstone-brownnavy-whiteblack-grey

dark grey

greybrown

navy

193

velcro velcrobuckle and
sewn hole

Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Underbill: 100% polyester

Main Fabric:
85% polyester 15% cotton

Main Fabric:
100% cotton corduroy

Main Fabric: 
40% wool 60% viscose
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Tech specsTech specs

150 g/m2 one size 150 g/m2 one size

Features Tech specs

240 g/m2 one size

Features

TECHNO FLAPTECHNO SNOW FLAP STOPPER

dark greyoliveice red

navy

dark grey

blacknavyblack

navyblack

195

Main Fabric: 
100% nylon
Lining: 100% polyester

Main Fabric: 
100% nylon
Lining: 100% polyester

Main Fabric: 100% polyester

Polar fleece cap with foldable earflaps
and adjustable drawstring and stopper closure.
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180 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

ARMY

navyblack dark grey

olivecamouflage khaki

197

velcro

Main Fabric: 100% cotton ribstop
Lining: 79% polyester 21% cotton

The style and the military shape of the ARMY cap
in 100% ribstop cotton, perfectly suit different worlds:
from the outdoor to sport clubs and hunting.
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Tech specsTech specs

250 g/m2 one size 250 g/m2 one size

Tech specsTech specs

250 g/m2 s/m - l/xl 250 g/m2 s/m - l/xl

UNIFORMWARRIOR URBAN URBAN DESTROYED

olivebrownblack camouflage-khaki

navy

olive

black

camouflage-white

denim

white

brown

khaki

black

olive whitecamouflage

oliveblack

199

fully closed
with buckle

fully closed
with buckle

velcro velcro

Main Fabric: 
100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric: 
100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric:
100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric:
100% chino
cotton twill
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Tech specs

85 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

290 g/m2 s/m - l/xl

Tech specs

85 g/m2 s/m - l/xl

Tech specs

250 g/m2 s/m - l/xl

Features

reversible

BUCKET POCKETFOREVER RANGER GLOBE TROTTER

black

beigeolive

navy

khakiblack khakioliveblack-grey navy-grey olive-khaki

201

Main Fabric: 
100% polyester ribstop

Main Fabric: 
100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric:
100% cotton canvas

Main Fabric:
100% cotton twill
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Tech specs

380 g/m2 one size 260 g/m2 s/m - l/xl

Tech specs

DANDY BECK

olive

brown-blackgrey-black

navy grey

beige-black navyblack

khakiolive
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fully closed fully closed

Main Fabric: 68% polyester 13% acrylic 7% wool 6% viscose 
3% polyamide 3% cotton

Lining:           82% polyester 18% cotton

Main Fabric: 100% cotton canvas

The BECK cap is the Ivy style item created for your leisure
time and everyday life.
The cotton canvas fabric combined with its soft shape
make this cap extremely comfortable.

The DANDY cap represents the cutting edge
of the IVY style with its different fabric versions:
polyester, wool, tweed and herringbone.
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Tech specsTech specs

56 g/m2 one size 140 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Tech specs

260 g/m2 one size180 g/m2 one size

STIFFERKERMIT SWING GATSBY STREET

whitekhakigrey greydark grey olivebrownkhakioliveblack

navyblack

stone
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Main Fabric: 
58% polyester 24% cotton
18% linen
Lining: 100% cotton

Main Fabric: 
100% cotton
Lining: 100% polyester

Main Fabric:
100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric:
100% brushed
cotton twill

fully closed fully closed velcro fully closed
with buckle
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Tech specs

86 g/m2 s/m - l/xl

Tech specs

77 g/m2 s/m - l/xl 98 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

POP STARCORTEZ CAPTAIN

natural whiteblack white-navy
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Main Fabric: 
100% cotton twill

Main Fabric: 
100% paper

Main Fabric: 100% cotton twill

velcro

Sail on the wave of memories 
with a flashback of the classic 
50's yatch club look.
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Tech specs

Warm 
yarn

60 gr. one size

WOOLLY

navyblack

burgundy forest green

grey mel

yellow

rusty

avio
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Main Fabric: 70% acrylic 30% wool

WOOLLY is the ribbed beanie
for the coldest days
that ensures comfort
and a fit suitable
for everyone.
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Tech specs

Soft
yarn

90 gr. one size

VIRAL

dark grey mel grey mel burgundy mel

mustard melavio mel
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Main Fabric: 47% viscose 23% polyester 30% nylon

VIRAL beanie weaves the quality 
and comfort of viscose and the 
strength of nylon making the 
product very soft, shiny and time 
fit at the same.
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82 gr. one size

Tech specs Tech specs

70 gr. one size

Features Tech specs

72 gr. one size

SNOBBY BRADSCRATCH

oliveburgundyroyal

dark greynavyblack

fuchsiagreen fluogrey black solidblack melangemustard-brownorange-greygreen-navy

navy-turquoiseblack-grey

grey melange
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Main Fabric: 100% acrylic yarn Main Fabric: 
100% acrylic

Main Fabric: 
100% antistatic acrylic
Lining: 100% polyester
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Tech specsTech specs

40 gr. one size 55 gr. one size

Tech specs

158 gr. 35x37 
cm

Tech specs

125 gr. one size

Features

reversible

WILDSNAPPY DAPPERVOGUE

greynavyblack camouflage-orange naturalburgundydark greyfuchsiaturquoise

navyblack

green stone

dark grey navyblack
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Main Fabric: 
100% acrylic yarn

Main Fabric: 
100% acrylic
Lining: 100% cotton

Main Fabric:
100% acrylic yarn

Main Fabric:
100% acrylic yarn
Lining: 100% polyester
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Tech specs

230 g/m2 one size 230 g/m2 28x25
cm

Tech specs

PUPPY HOTTY

grey

navyblack

olive white

red navyblack royal

olivecamouflage grey

red

white
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Main Fabric: 100% polyester Main Fabric: 100% polyester

HOTTY is a comfy and multifuntional
neck warmer in soft fleece,
perfect for sports and outdoor activities.
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Tech specs

230 g/m2 s/m - l/xl

Tech specs

230 g/m2 150x25
cm

Tech specs

46 gr. one size

Tech specs

58 gr. s/m - l/xl

TWINSCIARPA PUPPY MAGICGLOVES TOUCH

whitegreyolive

rednavyblack

grey

navyblack

olive white

red

grey melangenavyblackburgundygrey

navyblack
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Main Fabric: 
100% polyester

Main Fabric: 
100% polyester

Main Fabric:
100% acrylic yarn

Main Fabric:
100% acrylic with metal fiber 
on fingertips
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Tech specs

80 gr. one size

Tech specs

62 gr. one size

Warm 
yarn

Soft
yarn

Warm 
yarn

Soft
yarn

Tech specs

44 gr. one size

Tech specs

65 gr. one size

Warm 
yarn

Soft
yarn

Warm 
yarn

Soft
yarn

MONTE BIANCODOLOMITI CERVINO MARMOLADA

black

dak greybrown avio-brown

dark grey-turquoise

fuchsia-grey

black-beige

natural-beige

navy

avio

dark grey

oliveburgundy

petrol

ecru

black-grey

petrol-greydark grey-black

navy-grey

burgundy-ecru
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Main Fabric: 
80% acrylic 15% wool
5% viscose

Main Fabric: 
80% acrylic 15% wool 5% viscose

Main Fabric:
75% acrylic
15% wool 10% viscose

Main Fabric:
75% acrylic
15% wool 10% viscose
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Tech specs

400 g/m2 kids size 250 g/m2 s/m - l/xl

Tech specs

KID SNAP BACK BOY ACTION

navyblack

royal red pink

red

light blue

navy
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Main Fabric: 100% polyester
Underbill: 100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric: 100% chino cotton twill

The street style is now available also for childrens.
The KID SNAP BACK is our kid version of the traditional
flat visor shape cap.

pvc metal buckle
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Tech specs Tech specs

180 g/m2 kids size 250 g/m2 kids size

Tech specs

160 g/m2 kids size

KID RACING KID STAR KID START FIVE

yellow-orangenavy-light blue

pink-whitelight blue-white

royal-whitenavy-light blue red-navy

light blue-navyyellow-white pink-white ecru-red light blue

navy

red

black

ecru

royal

whiteyellowpink
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velcro velcro velcro

Main Fabric:
94% polyester
6% viscose

Main Fabric:
100% chino cotton twill

Main Fabric: 100% cotton twill
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Tech specs

320 g/m2 kids size

Tech specs

51 gr. kids size

Tech specs

71 gr. kids size

Tech specs

71 gr. kids size

Features Features

MADE IN EUMADE IN EU

KID BROOKLINKID WIND FUN PLAYGROUND

navy

whitered fuchsia

dark grey

green fluo

navyblack camouflage

grey green melange

royal melange

red melange

dark grey melange

pink-grey

red-grey

green-grey

navy-grey
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Main Fabric: 
60% cotton
40% polyester

Main Fabric: 
100% acrylic yarn

Main Fabric:
47% cotton 47% acrylic
4% nylon 2% elastane

Main Fabric:
47% cotton 47% acrylic
4% nylon 2% elastane
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310 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

LIBERTY SANDWICH

orange-orange

green-white

black-black

dark grey-white

navy-navypurple-white

black-white

olive-natural

brown-natural

red-white

royal-white burgundy-natural

navy-white

black-red turquoise-white

khaki-navy

pink-white

khaki-khaki

grey-navy-grey

yellow-navy-yellow

light blue-white

grey-white white-navy

natural-navy-naturalblack-grey-black red-navy-red light grey-white white-white

bottle green-white
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Main Fabric: 100% heavy brushed cotton twill

buckle and
sewn hole
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Tech specs

250 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

250 g/m2 one size

LIBERTY FIVE LIBERTY FIVE BUCKLE

red

navyblack

bottle green khaki whitelight grey

royal

red

navyblack

bottle green khaki whitelight grey

royal
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velcro buckle and
sewn hole

Main Fabric: 100% heavy brushed cotton twill Main Fabric: 100% heavy brushed cotton twill
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Tech specs

250 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

250 g/m2 one size

LIBERTY SIX LIBERTY SIX BUCKLE

red

navy

black

bottle greenkhaki whitelight grey

royal red

navy

black

bottle greenkhaki whitegrey

royal
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velcro buckle and
metal hole

Main Fabric: 100% heavy brushed cotton twill Main Fabric: 100% heavy brushed cotton twill
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Tech specs

160 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

160 g/m2 one size

START FIVE ITALIA START FIVE

red

navy

royal

black

white olive

greynavy

light blue burgundy

khaki

bottle green green redbrown black royal

yellow

orange

camouflage light grey pink white-navynavy-yellow white
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velcro velcro

Main Fabric: 100% cotton twill Main Fabric: 100% cotton twill
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Tech specs

160 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

160 g/m2 one size

START SIX START FIVE SANDWICH

orange-white yellow-white

grey-white royal-white

navy

black red

olive

camouflage

whitekhaki

royal

navy-whiteblack-white

red-white

pink-whitekhaki-navy white-navy ecru-navy-ecru

light blue-white burgundy-white green-white
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velcro velcro

Main Fabric: 100% cotton twill Main Fabric: 100% cotton twill
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Tech specs

180 g/m2 one size

Tech specs

180 g/m2 one size

ZOOM ZOOM PIPING SANDWICH

red

navyblack

bottle green orange khakiyellow

royal

white red

navyblack

bottle green orange khakiyellow

royal

pink whitegrey

light blue
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Main Fabric: 65% polyester 35% cotton Main Fabric: 65% polyester 35% cotton

velcro velcro
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Tech specs

250 g/m2 one size

Tech specs Tech specs

180 g/m2 one size160 g/m2 one size

TANK ROLAND BUCKET COTTON

camouflage

navyblack

olive khaki white

dark grey navyblack

whitekhaki

navyblack

khakiroyal white
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velcro velcro

Main Fabric:
100% brushed cotton twill

Main Fabric:
100% cotton twill

Main Fabric:
100% cotton twill
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Tech specs

110 g/m2 51x51
cm

Tech specs

120 g/m2 49x25
cm

Tech specs

60 gr. one size

Tech specs

124 gr. 160x25
cm

FREEDOM BASIC BANDANA GOAL MOOVER WIND SCARF

orangered

navy

redroyal pink

black

white whiteyellow

navyblack light blue greenroyal

grey melangenavyblackblack-blacknavy-light blue

navy-italiablack-italia

navy-navy

royal-italia

grey-grey

black-grey
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Main Fabric:
100% acrylic yarn

Main Fabric:
100% acrylic yarn

Main Fabric:
100% cotton

Main Fabric:
100% polyester
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68 gr. one size

WIND

grey mel

coral

purple

burgundy

navy mel

navy

brown

black-grey

petrol

sapphire

burgundy mel

royalblack bottle green

mustard pink

green fluo

off red

navy-red olive avio

light grey

lime green red

light blue

yellow

turquoise

beige

fuchsia fluo orange fluo yellow fluo

white
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Main Fabric: 100% acrylic

WIND beanie is an evergreen of 
our collection, thanks to the wide 
range of colors and a trend 
design is the perfect choice in 
everyday situations.
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